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Could dinosaurs still roam the earth? In the newest discovery in the â€™Ology series, readers come

face-to-face with living, breathing dinosaurs.What if dinosaurs had not died out? What if whole

colonies of the prehistoric beasts had survived on a remote island off the coast of South America?

The latest adventure in the best-selling â€™Ology series offers young dinosaur lovers a tantalizing

taste of what that would be like. The year is 1907, and young adventurer Raleigh Rimes is on an

expedition to South America with real-life explorer Percy Fawcett. There he discovers the

unimaginable: living dinosaurs roaming the rain forest! Presented as a journal detailing their

extraordinary (and hairraising) encounters with the amazing beasts â€” fearsomeTyrannosaurus rex,

pack-hunting allosauruses, predatory velociraptors, armored triceratops, and other species â€”

Dinosaurology is filled with flaps and booklets offering dinosaur lore, along with such novelties as a

sample of dinosaur skin, a pouch of ground stegosaurus horn, and more.
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My children were in awe when they got their first book in the Ologies collection. All of the books not

just this one have a magical quality that leaves children unable to put them down. This book is 30

pages of fun and education for children. The illustrations are both full color and black and white but

are all very detailed and excellent. My children love how interactive is the book is with pull outs,



flaps, glitter and even three-dimensional things you can touch and feel. The book is packed with

information and a must for any dinosaur fan. I do suggest it for children who are old enough to know

they should not stick small items in their mouth.

The ology books are a huge hit in our household! This one has not disapointed us. My 5 year old

loves dinosaurs and this has been a great addition to our library. Our other favorites are the Wand

Makers Guide and the Egyptology book.

I love the ology books. Ive been ordering 1 little by little to collect for my son who is now only 18

months. This one is fun and I love dinosaurs. I find the mystery solver ology books a little more

intriguing. My husband love the Oceanology. So its all preference I assume. I wonder which my son

will love.

Purchased this Ology book for our 6 year old grandson and he loves it! We also have Pirateology

and Monsterology and he likes them as well.These books are very interactive and encourage

creative thinking and imagination. The price is a bit steep but it is a book a child can use for many

years to learn and explore.

Our 8 yr old daughter loves Dino's so we got her this and she was a hit at school, loves it and is

always telling us interesting facts she learned from this book! A++ for any Dino lover!

This book was purchased for my 10 year old son who loves to read. He loves all of the ology books.

This is a book he pulls out constantly. Great pictures and layout of book eye catching. Would

definitely recommend

This was a very cool book. It blends fact with fiction very well. I like all the different flip ups. This

book is great for my growing collection of ology books.

Brought for a 12 year old grandson~he loved it! Beautiful art work and very educational. A keeper

for generation to come.
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